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Weidenfeld & Nicolson, UK. Softcover. Book Condition: New. First Edition. Available Now. Book
Description: Two new adventures for Boris Akunin's well-loved, inimitable hero in which Erast
Fandorin faces two very different adversaries: one, a deft, comedic swindler and master of disguise,
whose machinations send ripples spreading through the carefully maintained calm of Moscow in
1886, and the other a brutal serial killer, driven by an insane, maniacal obsession, who strikes terror
into the heart of the Moscow slums in 1889 - and who may have more in common with London's
own Jack the Ripper than simply a taste for women of easy virtue. Peopled by a cast of eccentric
characters, and with plots that are as surprising as they are inventive, Fandorin's 'Special
Assignments' will delight Akunin's many thousands of fans, while testing their gentleman sleuth's
powers of detection to the limit. : Review: Intricate, incredible, pleasurable. (Jessica Mann LITERARY
REVIEW ): Fandorin is a delightful creation - a quirky gentleman sleuth who cuts an impeccably
groomed dash through the courts and political intrigues of 19th century Russia.With an eccentric
cast of supporting characters and a fleeting romance, Akunin's whodunit formula is irresistible.
(EASY LIVING (February) ): a double treat...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these ebook is the perfect publication accessible. It is writter in easy terms and not di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ana sta sia  K ihn-- Ana sta sia  K ihn

Complete guide! Its this sort of good read. It is rally exciting throgh studying period. I am just pleased to explain how here is the very best publication i have
go through inside my own existence and could be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Adele Rosenba um-- Adele Rosenba um
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